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Welcome to Warhammer 40k - Lexicanum! Sign in and join the community. From Warhammer 40k - Lexicanum Page Discussion View Source Story © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Ultramarine master with Macrage gloves I bought this box three times during the flea markets. I paid $30, $20, and $10 for it, year after year. It was really
valuable for me to be new to the hobby (the rule was full of amazing fluff and photos, and the models inside were my first plastic particles), but it's frankly not worth a ton. The Marines are the same quality as the current ones, but the Marines have a dime a dozen on eBay. Most people won't find value in the rulebook, the dark Eldar models are lousy, Speeder
is a pain in to collect, and patterns and terrain are as used now as ever. Overall I would say you could get $40 for it. However, nostalgia colors my vision of this set, so you might not end up with quite a lot. Page 2Page 3Page 4 Get it in front of 160 million buyers. Displaying the slide (CURRENT_SLIDE) from TOTAL_SLIDES - Make OfferGo on the previous
slide - Make OfferGo to the next slide - Make OfferTell us what you think - opens in a new window or tab Go to content BACK TO THE TOP I recently purchased a full 3rd edition starter to install one with 20 dark eldar and ten space Marines with ground speeder. Unfortunately, he lacks Manuel's instructions and the game workshop doesn't have them either
anymore. Does anyone have any instructions for the 3rd edition for dark eldar, space marines and land speeder? Sorry about the format on your mobile phone
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